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There are important sex differences in the brain that seem to arise from biology as well as psychosocial influences. Sex differences
in several aspects of human behavior and cognition have been reported. Gonadal sex steroids or genes found on sex chromosomes
influence sex differences in neuroanatomy, neurochemistry and neuronal structure, and connectivity. There has been some
resistance to accept that sex differences in the human brain exist and have biological relevance; however, a few years ago, it
has been recommended by the USA National Institute of Mental Health to incorporate sex as a variable in experimental and
clinical neurological and psychiatric studies. We here review the clinical literature on sex differences in pain and neurological
and psychiatric diseases, with the aim to further stimulate interest in sexual dimorphisms in the brain and brain diseases, possibly
encouraging more research in the field of the implications of sex differences for treating these conditions.

1. Introduction

In 2001, the Institute of Medicine, a branch of the National
Academy of Sciences in the USA, stated that many aspects
of brain functioning exhibit important, although yet poorly
understood, sex differences [1]. Ten years later, a workshop on
“SexDifferences in Brain, Behavior,Mental Health, andMen-
tal Disorders” organized by the National Institute of Mental
Health concluded that there are striking sex differences in the
brain and that it is necessary to incorporate sex as a variable
in experimental and clinical studies [2]. Since then, several
other governments’ funding agencies in the United States
and Europe have recommended investigating the impact of
sex and/or gender in order to increase the understanding of
normal brain development and functioning, as well as CNS-
related diseases.

Sex differences in several aspects of human behavior and
cognition have been reported, but it is not clear whether these
differences arise from biology or societal influences. How-
ever, it has been shown that there are sex differences in the
brain determining the expression of male- or female-typical

behaviors [3, 4]. Gonadal sex steroids or genes found on
sex chromosomes influence sex differences in neuroanatomy,
neurochemistry and neuronal structure, and connectivity.
There has been some resistance to accept that sex differences
in the human brain exist and have biological relevance [5];
however, sex differences in the brain are more pervasive than
it may be thought.

Exploring sexual dimorphisms in the brain is important
for their impact and therapeutic implications for many
neurological and psychiatric diseases. An important aspect
of the gender bias in the relative risk of mental illness is
the preponderance of developmental onset disorders, such
as Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) and Attention Deficit
and Hyperactivity Disorders (ADHD) in males, whereas
adult onset disorders have a higher frequency in females
[3, 6, 7]. Important sex differences have been reported
in trauma-related disorders and major depression [8], in
anxiety and depressive disorders [9], in autoimmune diseases
affecting the nervous system [10], and in neurodegenerative
disorders [11]. Furthermore, there is extensive literature on
sex differences in cognitive decline and Alzheimer disease,
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recently reviewed by Li and Singh [12]. Last but not the
least, in recent years, there has been a substantial increase
in research regarding sex differences in pain, as recently
reviewed by Bartley and Fillingim [13].

Despite all these profound sex differences, males remain
the research subject of choice in neuroscience [3]. In this
paper, we explore sex differences in neurological and psy-
chiatric disorders by reviewing clinical data. Reviewing such
data may highlight the value of studying sex differences in
order to better understand the underlying mechanisms and
hopefully encouraging further sex-specific clinical research
eventually aimed at developing more targeted therapy, espe-
cially for those diseases where sex differences are most
prominent.

2. Neurodevelopmental Disorders

ASDmay be considered the prototypical sex-biased neurode-
velopmental disorder, with a sex ratio of four males for every
female that reaches eleven to one in high-functioning autism,
though the studies of the last two decades show a trend of
decreasing male predominance [14–16].

Schaafsma and Pfaff [7] have recently explored the
potential genetic, hormonal, and environmental mechanisms
underlying ASD’s male prevalence. ASD is now recognized as
a genetic disorder, but most of the genes implicated in the
disorder are not located on sex chromosomes. However, it
remains possible that genes on the Y chromosome interact
with ASD susceptibility genes to contribute to the autistic
phenotype. Likewise, genes located on the X chromosome
that escape X-inactivation or are susceptible to skewed or
mosaic inactivation, or imprinting may contribute to the
male sex bias. All these mechanisms probably contribute to
etiology, rather than being simply causative to ASD, since
environments, both internal and external, also play important
roles in ASD’s etiology. Developmental exposure to steroid
sex hormones has also been postulated as a contributor to
ASD phenotypes in males, but the data are inconsistent and
suggest that increased steroid exposure alone is unlikely to
be responsible for the male predominance in ASD. The same
authors have also explored the possibility of an interaction
between sex steroids, immune factors or prenatal stressors,
and susceptibility genes in predisposing males to develop
ASD, an explanation that may be valid for other psychiatric
and neurological disorders characterized by a male sex bias,
including ADHD.

Actually, many of the same considerations put forth by
Schaafsma and Pfaff for autism are addressed by Davies [6] in
his recent review of the biological mechanisms that may, and
in some cases have been shown to, contribute to the sex bias
in ADHD, which affects ten times more males than females.

It has been hypothesized that the fact that ASDs are
diagnosed more frequently in boys than in girls may be
due to an underidentification of females with autism due to
“females’ camouflaging.” A very recent Polish study found
that high-functioning females with autism present better
on nonverbal (gestures) mode of communication than boys
with autism [17]. This may be because they are effective at
camouflaging other diagnostic features. This may pose a risk

of underdiagnosis or not receiving the appropriate diagnosis
for this population. Since girls with autism presented a higher
Gesture Index than boys with autism, which was interpreted
as gestures with increased energy, more “vivid” and thus
probably more noticeable by an examiner (a human), the
authors hypothesize that such nonverbal communication
may be noted as not autistic.

Only a modest body of research exists examining sex
differences in ASD characteristics. An underrepresentation
of females in the ASD literature may have led to limited
knowledge of differences in social function across the sexes.
Reviewing the recent literature, gender differences in the phe-
notype of ASD are controversial. According to the “extreme
male brain” (EMB) theory, there are typical male and female
cognitive profiles (“brain types”) in the general population, in
two domains: empathizing (the drive and ability to identify
a person’s thoughts and feelings and to respond to these
with an appropriate emotion) [18] and systemizing (the drive
and ability to analyze or build systems) [19]. Typical females,
on average, exhibit more empathizing and less systemizing
compared to typical males, and people with autism show an
extreme of this “male profile” [20, 21]. A study by Baron-
Cohen et al. provides strong support for the EMB theory
of autism [22], showing that the cognitive profiles of both
males and females with autism are shifted towards and
beyond the typical male distribution, and normative sex
differences in these profiles are attenuated in autism. A
large study on almost 2500 children with autism, aimed at
examining differences in behavioral symptoms and cognitive
functioning between males and females with ASD, showed
that females had greater social communication impairment,
lower levels of restricted interests, lower cognitive ability,
weaker adaptive skills, and greater externalizing problems
relative to males. IQ reductions mediated greater social
impairment and reduced adaptive behavior in females but did
not mediate reductions in restricted interests or increases in
irritability [23]. In another study on approximately 350 ASD
subjects among males and females, total difficulties scored
significantly higher in girls with ASD than in boys (at the
Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire) [24]. An interesting,
though preliminary, study of gender differences in autobi-
ographical memory in children with ASD suggested that a
deficit in specificmemory retrieval wasmore characteristic of
male participants, while females generatedmore detailed and
emotional memories than males. Females also demonstrated
superior verbal fluency scores [25]. Males with autism seem
to exhibit more repetitive behaviors than females with autism
[26]. On the other hand, other studies did not reveal signifi-
cant gender differences in autism symptoms, developmental
quotient, children’s adaptive skills, and behavior problems
and suggest a similar phenotype inmales and females [27, 28].
Further research is needed to examine sex differences across
development.

Also brain morphology as yet remains unclear and
requires future dedicated investigations. A recent study [6]
provides evidence of structural brain gender differences in
young children with ASD that may contribute to the differ-
ence in phenotypic diseasemanifestations betweenmales and
females observed in some cohorts.
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3. Affective Disorders

Sex differences are prominent in mood and anxiety dis-
orders. Women are roughly twice as likely to suffer from
anxiety disorders, such as panic disorder and trauma-related
disorders (e.g., posttraumatic stress disorder) and are more
likely to suffer from major depression than men [29, 30].
Several biological processes are thought to be involved in the
predisposition of women to depression, including genetically
determined vulnerability, hormonal fluctuations related to
various aspects of reproductive function, and a high sensi-
tivity to such hormonal fluctuations in brain systems that
mediate depressive states. Furthermore, psychosocial events
such as role-stress, victimization, sex-specific socialization,
internalization coping style, and disadvantaged social status
have all been considered to be contributors to the increased
vulnerability of women to depression.

Actually, extensive research has consistently found that
women are more likely to be diagnosed with depression
and demonstrate more distress in the form of depressive
symptoms than men [29–34]. Women are more susceptible
than men to stress-induced depression and to changes in
photoperiod (more than 80% of individuals with seasonal
affective disorder are women). Depression in women may
develop during different phases of the reproductive cycle
(premenstrual dysphoric disorder, depression during preg-
nancy, postpartum depressive conditions, and menopausal
depression) and reproductive events such as infertility,
miscarriage, oral contraceptives, and hormone replacement
treatment have also been reported to cause depression in
women [35]. How sex differences at the molecular and
cellular level can contribute to sex differences in disease
vulnerability and severity has been recently discussed [8].
Altemus et al. [9] have reviewed sex differences in anxiety and
depressive disorders from a clinical perspective underlining
the role of developmental stages. They propose that sex
differences that promote reproductive success also result in
differential risk for psychopathology.

It has been shown that affective disorders are com-
monly associated with a dysregulation of the hypothalamus-
pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis [35]. Actually, sex differences in
the incidence of major depressive disorders correlate with sex
differences in HPA axis function. Organizational and activa-
tional effects of gonadal steroid hormones have been shown
on the regulation of HPA axis function and may underlie
the increased risk of affective disorders in women. Further,
prenatal stress and prenatal overexposure to glucocorticoids
can impact adult behaviors and neuroendocrine responses to
stress. Consistently, the clinical benefits of antidepressants are
also associated with the normalization of the dysregulated
HPA axis, and genetic polymorphisms have been found
in some genes involved in controlling the stress response.
Thus, the authors suggest that the impact of gender must be
taken into consideration when considering any therapeutic
approach for affective disorders.

Kessler [29] underlined the fact that if it is true that gender
differences first emerge in puberty, it has also been shown
that other experiences related to changes in sex hormones
(pregnancy,menopause, use of oral contraceptives, and use of

hormone replacement therapy) do not significantly influence
major depression. These observations suggested that the key
to understand the higher rates of major depression among
women than men may lie in the joint effects of biological
vulnerabilities and environmental provoking experiences.
It has also been postulated that gender, rather than sex,
contributes to the manifestation of stress as depression [36–
38]. Gender is a socially constructed status that is not only
distinct from biological sex, but may be more influential
in determining mental well-being than sex [39]. The social
construction of gender and sex is interconnected and con-
ditioned by membership in multiple social statuses, which
has been shown to have implications for mental health [40].
Therefore, research on sex andmental health should take into
consideration the interaction of sex with other social statuses,
including gender, socioeconomic status, and education, but
until now studies have been very limited. In a very recent
paper, Gibson et al. [41] explored the role of sex, gender, and
education on depressive symptoms among young adults in
the United States. Surprisingly, they found that femininity,
and not masculinity, resulted in less depressive symptoms,
both in men and women. These results stress the importance
of understanding the relationship between sex, gender, and
depression.These authors also found that individuals of both
sexes benefit more from both masculinity and femininity
with increased education, thus suggesting that those with less
education may be penalized in terms of mental health by
incongruence in sex-gender traits.

4. Neurodegenerative Diseases

4.1. Parkinson’s Disease. Sex-related differences in Parkin-
son’s disease (PD) have been recognized but are still poorly
understood, and the impact of gender differences on the
disease clinical presentation remains controversial. Both the
prevalence and incidence of PD are significantly higher in
men compared to women [42–44] with amale to female ratio
of close to 1.6 : 1 [45, 46]. Epidemiological studies suggest
that symptom onset may be later in women [44], possibly
due to the neuroprotective effects of estrogen [47–52]. Sex-
related differences have also been observed in the effect size
of PD risk factors [53], type of motor symptoms [45, 54–
56], neuropsychiatric and cognitive changes [43, 56], and
development of hallucinations [57], as well as quality of
life (QoL) [43, 46]. Women have shown worse capacity in
activities of daily living (ADL) andmore severity of levodopa-
induced dyskinesia in several studies [55, 56, 58–62], while
male gender is likely to predict worse rigidity score and
higher risk for rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior
disorder, dementia, and death [58, 63–65]. However, not
all studies show consistent results. A recent cross-sectional
survey [66] found thatmen reported a greater disease burden,
asmeasured byUPDRS-III, greater daily levodopa equivalent
doses, and caregiver reliance thanwomen.Thegreater burden
of disease score in men was significantly associated with
sex even after controlling for age and disease duration. In
that series, it was men that reported significantly greater
difficulties with ADL, cognition, and communication, and
overall PD was found to have a greater impact on the
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health and well-being of male patients with differences in
disease experience and perception. The authors admit that
the greater disease burden demonstrated by men in their
survey could have been a reflection of a recruitment bias,
since older patients with greater motor disability may have
been overrepresented among the clinic attendees.

Two different studies found that fatigue, nervousness,
sadness, constipation, restless legs, and pain were predom-
inant in women, and daytime sleepiness, dribbling saliva,
interest in sex, and sexual dysfunction in men [67, 68].
Moreover, women were more likely than men to present with
tremor as initial symptom andwithworseUnified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) instability score. Once more,
a third study could not replicate at least some of these
findings, namely, the higher prevalence of mood symptoms
among women [69]. No significant gender differences were
found on scores for four cardinal motor signs, neither on
motor subtypes. The DEEP (Early DEtection of wEaring off
in Parkinson disease) study, which assessed the frequency
of wearing-off (WO) in PD patients and its impact on QoL,
found that female gender, together with younger age, UPDRS
part II score, and duration of anti-Parkinson treatment,
was significantly associated with WO [70]. All the above-
mentioned authors conclude thatmanagement of PDpatients
should take these gender differences into consideration, in
order to achieve greater therapeutic efficacy.

4.2. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. McCombe and Hender-
son [71] have underlined some complex interactions between
gender and clinical phenotype of amyotrophic lateral sclero-
sis (ALS), with the aim of understanding causes of gender
differences that could possibly concern disease-modifying
processes. Gender was reported to affect the incidence as well
as the site-onset of the disease: ALS ismore common inmales
than in females, and the proportion of patients showing limb-
onset is also greater in males than in females [72]. However,
the literature on this field remains scarce, especially about
the role of gender in the risk of developing specific cognitive
impairment in ALS. Palmieri et al. [73] tried to identify
specific gender-related differences in cognitive profile in ALS
through a retrospective study in a representative cohort
of Italian outpatients with ALS. Independent from mood
tone and clinical variables, a significantly greater executive
impairment was found in female patients compared to males
and control participants. Instead, no difference was observed
between gender percentages in the nonexecutive cognitive
dysfunction group. These results have highlighted a signifi-
cant vulnerability of ALS female patients to disease-specific
cognitive dysfunctions, independently of bulbar onset. As a
possible explanation of the lack of correspondence of bulbar
onset and executive dysfunction, Palmieri et al. propose two
intriguing interpretative hypotheses that are not mutually
exclusive: the role of gonadal hormones and a gender-related
brain asymmetry based on preexisting morphological and
functional differences between male and female brains. On
the other hand, other authors had observed that bulbar onset
ismore common in femaleswithALS or that, regardless of the
gender appurtenance, cognitive executive dysfunctions and
bulbar onset may cooccur in patients with ALS [74].

4.3. Alzheimer’s Disease. Women not only have a higher
prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) than age-matched
men, but also show age-related faster decline. While it is still
unknown why females have higher risk of AD than men, a
review by Li and Singh [12] highlighted the important impact
of sex hormones with other genetic influences on the risk of
AD. Several major biological hypotheses have been formu-
lated on sex differences in AD, such as differences in age-
related sex hormone reduction (estrogen, progesterone, and
testosterone), impact from risks of other diseases (diabetes,
depression, and cardiovascular disease), age-related declines
in brain volume, and brain glucose metabolism [75–80].

Clinical studies have shown differences in specific cog-
nitive ability domains and risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
between men and women at later age. However, it is impor-
tant to know that sex differences in cognitive function have
been observed also in adulthood and may have their basis in
both organizational effects, occurring as early as during the
neuronal development period and in activational effects. The
rate of cognitive decline with aging is also different between
the sexes [12, 75–80].

Sex differences in prevalence and severity of AD have
been found. In both genders, epidemiological studies show an
increased risk of AD with the age-related loss of sex steroid
hormones. Clinical and preclinical studies have shown that
females carry an increased risk of developing AD pathology
compared to males, even after controlling for increased
life span [81, 82]. Women also show significantly faster
decline and greater deterioration of cognition with age than
elderly male [83–85]. Postmortem human studies showed
that men with AD had more pronounced pathology in right
hemisphere where women with AD often had more manifest
pathology [86, 87].

The hypothesis that the increase in prevalence of AD
in women may be related to the more rapid decline in
circulating estrogen and progesterone levels has supported
the idea that interventions with estrogen may help protect
against neurodegenerative diseases like AD. In fact, several
observational studies have suggested since long time that
estrogen may help maintain cognitive function in women
with AD who are current users of estrogen/hormone therapy
[88–91]. Epidemiological evidence also suggests that post-
menopausal estrogen therapy reduces the risk or delays the
onset of AD [92]. Notably, the Women’s Health Initiative
(WHI) failed to improve symptoms in women with mild to
moderate AD [93]. A reanalysis of the WHI data, however,
indicates that early postmenopausal treatment with estro-
gen can provide benefits [94, 95], as previously reported.
Concerning progestins, to date, there are no clinical trials
that have specifically assessed their effects when administered
alone on cognitive outcomes in subjects with AD. Most
studies have addressed the protective effects of progestins
(typically, medroxyprogesterone acetate) when administered
in conjunction with estrogen. There have been relatively
few studies with small sample sizes that have addressed
the effect of testosterone treatment in men with cognitive
impairment and AD. One pilot study showed that testos-
terone treatment improved the scores at the cognitive domain
of the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS Cog)
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and the minimental state examination (MMSE) [96], while
other authors have found beneficial effects of testosterone
in specific domains of cognitive function in AD patients
[97]. However, not all studies show beneficial effects of
testosterone. For example, Kenny et al. [98] and Lu et al. [99]
failed to note any beneficial effects of testosterone. Future
research should probably focus on the AD male population
most likely to benefit from androgen therapy.

5. Multiple Sclerosis

Women are at increased risk of multiple sclerosis (MS), but
men generally face a worse disease course. This apparent
paradox has prompted to explore sex-related aspects of the
pathophysiology of MS, as well as their possible impact on
therapeutic approaches. In fact, there is increasing evidence
from experimental, clinical, and epidemiological research to
support a role for gender and reproductive hormones in both
the onset and course of MS.

In individuals with MS, a number of genetic, environ-
mental, and lifestyle factors have potentially sexually dimor-
phic effects on MS disease susceptibility and progression.
These include behavioral, metabolic (obesity), genetic, and
epigenetic risk factors; however, it has also been hypothesized
thatmales have a tendency to underreport environmental and
familial risk factors. Sex differences have been described in
the signaling pathways that control central nervous system
(CNS) autoimmunity or repair [100]. Several findings impli-
cate a role for sex-related interactions with major histocom-
patibility complex (MHC) risk alleles, including epigenetic
modifications [101].Hormonal factors seem to have an impact
on disease onset and course. There is evidence for hormonal
modulation of MS, during transitions phases as puberty and
pregnancy [102, 103]. Having the female sex and exposure
to sex-specific events, such as pregnancy, are associated with
an increased risk of developing clinically definite MS after a
first demyelinating event. On the other hand, males are more
likely to display a progressive disease onset, poor recovery
after initial attacks, more rapid development of disability, and
an overall more malignant course, even after controlling for
sex differences in the age at onset and other confounders,
while females are more likely to manifest benign MS [104].
The role of sex hormone-related factors is also supported by
the potential modulatory role for hormone-based therapies,
including estrogen and testosterone.

In MS patients, very strong sex effects have been
described also in cognitive measures, remarkably with lesion
volumes that were not different between the sexes, thus
indicating that there were more severe changes in normal
appearing tissue [105]. Since the white matter of male MS
patientswas bothmore extensively andmore severely affected
than that of female patients, the authors concluded that there
may be an important and sex-specific role for white matter
changes in cognitive dysfunction in MS.

In summary, sex-related differences in MS incidence
and severity result from a complex interaction of hormonal,
genetic, and epigenetic factors, and there is a potential for
a modulatory role of hormone-based therapies, including
estrogen and testosterone [106].

6. Epilepsy

The incidence and prevalence of unprovoked seizures are
higher in men than women [107–109], and status epilepticus
is more frequent in men than women [110, 111]. However,
several studies have reported that generalized epilepsies are
more common in women [109, 112–114], and it seems that
womenmore frequently have idiopathic generalized epilepsy.
The reasons behind this difference are not established, but
sex hormones might play a role. If this assumption is true,
the gender difference would be more pronounced before
menopause and indeed the female preponderance was high-
est between 15 and 50 years and then declined with age.
Overall, no gender difference was found in localization-
related epilepsy, but symptomatic localization-related epilep-
sies were found to be more frequent in men, while crypto-
genic localization-related epilepsies were found to be more
frequent in women [113]. Carlson et al. [115] with the Epilepsy
Phenome/Genome Project (EPGP) showed differences in
several subjective ictal symptoms betweenmales and females.
The authors of these studies were not able to assess the
neurobiological basis of such sex differences and could not
completely rule out the possibility that the findings were
biased by differences in symptom reporting and recognition;
however, it is undeniable that they raise important questions
about the differences that exist between sexes at the CS
level.

7. Addictive Behaviors

Sex differences in the patterns of drug use and addition
have been widely described; for instance, gender-dependent
differences have been reported in the rate of initiation and
frequency of misuse of addicting drugs, and the underlying
mechanisms leading to these sex differences may be general-
izable to other types of addictive behaviors.There is evidence
of sex differences not only in abuse of addictive drugs, but also
in food addiction, compulsive sexual activity, pathological
gambling, Internet addiction, and physical exercise addiction
[116–118]. In their recent review, Fattore et al. [118] provide
an overview of potential risk factors and brain mechanisms,
with a particular focus on the role of sex steroid hormone
in creating sex differences in prevalence. Once again, both
biological and sociocultural factors are likely to contribute to
the sex differences in addictive behaviors.

7.1. Drug and Substances Abuse. According to the Euro-
pean Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction
(EMCDDA), women are more likely than men to abuse
prescribed drugs, like tranquilizers and sedatives, while
men are more likely to abuse illicit drugs, such as cocaine
and heroin [119]. For almost all drugs of abuse, females
have an enhanced vulnerability to develop drug addiction.
Prevalence of cigarette use, regular heavy episodic drinking,
and marijuana use was reported to be higher for males than
females overall, although gender differences vary with age
[120]. It has been shown that marijuana use is strongly related
to depression symptoms and cigarette use frequency inmales,
indicating that in males these detrimental factors converge,
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whereas in females they do not [121]. Higher prevalence
rates of cannabis abuse/dependence and abuse/dependence
criteria have been observed in males versus females, as
well as in 18–24-year-old versus older cannabis users
[122].

7.2. Behavioral Addictions. Only few studies have examined
potential differences between men and women in nonsub-
stance behavioral addictions, although there is growing evi-
dence indicating that eating, having sex, gambling, spending
time on the Internet, or exercising can develop into com-
pulsive behaviors. In a study using multidimensional self-
report to measure addictive behaviors, men scored higher
than women in exercising, gambling, and having sex, while
women scored higher in compulsive shopping and food
binging [123]. Concerning gambling disorders in particular,
findings indicate that men are three times more likely to
experience problems but also have different patterns of
gambling activities. Men are more involved with Internet
gambling, sports and racetrack betting, poker, and casino
tables, whereas women gamble more often on scratch games.
Furthermore, suicidal ideation and behaviors were reported
to be more likely associated with gambling problems in
women as compared to men [124]. Uncontrolled food intake
tends to be more prevalent in women than in men [118],
which is consistent with the slightly higher prevalence of
obesity among women [WHO]. In particular, higher levels
of addiction to chocolate were reported in women [125],
with chocolate and sweets craving being more frequent in
the perimenstrual period. Sexual addiction, also referred to
as compulsive sexual behavior, has been analyzed in a very
limited number of studies. A population study evaluated
the occurrence of “out of control sexual experiences” in a
representative sample [126], reporting that nearly 13% of
men and 7% of women reported having had sexual fantasies,
urges, or sexual behaviors that they considered as out of
control during the past year. The DSM-5 identifies Internet
Gaming Disorder as a condition warranting more clinical
research and experience, before it might be considered a
psychiatric disorder.The first studies on this problem showed
that boys are more likely than girls to engage in playing
video games or computer activities [127, 128]. More recently,
in a representative sample of high school Italian students,
5% was found moderately addicted and 0.79% seriously
addicted, with a significant male preponderance [129]. No
gender differences were found in “addiction” to running and
exercising [125, 130]. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no
study has so far investigatedwhether sex hormonesmay affect
the inclination to exercising excessively.

At least for drug and alcohol addiction, sex differences
in metabolism, pharmacodynamics, and pharmacokinetics
have been hypothesized to play a role in the observed
sex differences, which may be mediated in part by the
organizational and activational effects of gonadal steroids,
not surprisingly as described for affective disorders. Far less
is known about the neuroendocrine factors contributing to
other behavioral addictions and this is an area that deserves
further investigation.

8. Pain

Pain is a leading public health problem in developed coun-
tries and is one of the most common reasons that individuals
seek emergency care for [131]. Research regarding sex, gender,
and pain has proliferated in the last decades [132], covering
different topics: from preclinical studies of mechanisms
contributing to sex differences in pain, human laboratory
research exploring sex differences in pain perception and
endogenous pain modulation, clinical and epidemiological
investigations of sex differences in pain prevalence, and
studies examining sex differences in responses to pain treat-
ments. Recent publications provide thorough examinations
of various areas of this literature [132–136].

In laboratory-based studies, women have been found to
exhibit greater pain sensitivity, enhanced pain facilitation,
and reduced pain inhibition compared with men, though
the magnitude of these sex differences varies across studies
[136–138]. In population-based studies, females have been
consistently found to experience more severe acute and
chronic pain across a range of conditions [133–135]. Large-
scale epidemiological studies across multiple geographic
regions find that pain is reported more frequently by women
than by men [132]. Todd et al. [139] found that, for each of 10
different anatomical regions, a greater proportion of women
than men reported pain in the past week, and women were
significantly more likely to report chronic widespread pain.
Moreover, the population prevalence of several common
chronic pain conditions, including fibromyalgia, migraine,
and chronic tension-type headache, is greater forwomen than
men [136, 140]. More controversial are data about severity of
pain. While some studies have reported greater pain severity
among women than men [140–143], other have found no sex
differences in pain severity among treatment-seeking patients
[144–146]. However, it has to be considered that there might
be a bias in these results as patients with less severe pain were
probably underrepresented in these studies.

Some evidence suggests there are sex differences also in
the responses to pharmacological and nonpharmacological
pain treatments [139, 147]. In a review of 18 studies [148],
a lower postoperative opioid consumption was observed
among women. However, this finding is not consistent and
this may depend on the type of surgical procedure [149]
or on the well-known higher prevalence of side effects in
women [150]. A recent meta-analysis [138] reported greater
“analgesic” effects for women when restricting the analyses
to patient-controlled analgesia (PCA), even greater when
considering only PCA morphine studies. It is important to
underline that these studies assessed opioid consumption
rather than pain relief. Several investigators have also exam-
ined gender biases in the treatment of pain. Studies have
demonstrated that females are considered to have greater
intensity and unpleasantness of pain thanmales and aremore
likely to be given opioid treatment as reported by healthcare
professionals and students [151–153]. These studies indicate
gender-disparities in pain management. The literature seems
to suggest that also responses to nonpharmacological treat-
mentsmay differ formen andwomen, but the results aremore
variable across studies [154–158].
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It has been suggested that an interaction of biological,
psychological, and sociocultural factors likely contributes to
sex differences in pain. Sex hormones represent a significant
source of pain-related variability, impacting men and women
differently.This is not surprising given the distribution of sex
hormones and their receptors in areas of the peripheral and
central nervous systems associated with nociceptive trans-
mission [159, 160]. Research on sex hormones’ effects on pain
is still very limited, but we know that estradiol and proges-
terone’s effects on pain sensitivity are relatively complex (both
exert pronociceptive and antinociceptive effects on pain)
[159, 161]. Testosterone appears to be more antinociceptive
and protective [159], given the association found between
decreased androgen concentrations and chronic pain [162].
Exacerbation of clinical pain has been demonstrated across
the menstrual cycle for a couple of decades [163–166], with
increased pain sensitivity during the luteal phase relative to
the follicular phase [167]. Moreover, exogenous hormone use
increases risk for some types of clinical pain [168].

Sex-related differences in painmay also reflect differences
in the endogenous opioid system. For instance, there are
distinct differences between men and women in pain-related
activation of brainmu-opioid receptors [169], suggesting that
the interactive effects of the opioidergic system with gonadal
hormones may be an important determinant of sex-based
differences in pain sensitivity.

Genotype may also contribute to sex differences in pain.
Preclinical research consistently shows that genotype and sex
interact to influence nociceptive sensitivity [170] and these
findings have been extended to humans in recent years [171–
173].

Various psychosocial mechanisms may play a fundamen-
tal role in sex-related differences in pain. For instance, pain
coping strategies are different between men and women.
Men tend to use behavioral distraction and problem-focused
tactics to manage pain, while women tend to use as cop-
ing techniques social support, emotion-focused techniques,
cognitive reinterpretation, and attentional focus [132, 136,
137, 174, 175]. Research has shown that catastrophizing is
associated with pain and pain-related disability [176] and
women engage in catastrophizing more often than men, but
this may be modulated by other factors such as personality
disposition [137]. Sociocultural beliefs about femininity and
masculinity are also important in determining pain responses
among the sexes as pain expression is generally more socially
acceptable among women, and this effect may lead to biased
reporting of pain.

Recently, a consensus group was created to identify
priority research areas related to the influence of gender
on pain assessment, treatment, and outcomes in emergency
departments [177]. The three top priority areas to be inves-
tigate, as identified through the consensus process, were (I)
gender differences in the pharmacological and nonpharma-
cological interventions for pain, including opioid tolerance,
side effects, or misuse; (II) gender differences in pain severity
perceptions and pain treatment preferences; (III) gender
differences in pain outcomes across life span. The consensus
group concluded that exploring these areas may be extremely
useful for emergency physicians in order to better understand

the interaction of gender and pain and appropriately address
interventions in the emergency department.

9. Conclusions

In neurological and psychiatric disorders, understanding the
biological bases of sex differences, as well as the psychosocial
and cultural influences on gender differences, may be crucial
for better understanding the etiology of such disorders,
but more importantly, to improve therapeutic strategies. At
present, the available evidence does not yet support sex-
specific tailoring of treatments. However, this outcome may
be conceivable in the next future. Additional research to elu-
cidate themechanisms driving sex differences in CNS-related
diseases is needed in order to foster future interventions to
reduce sex disparities in outcomes.

The aim of this review is to stimulate interest in sexual
dimorphisms in the brain and brain diseases and encourage
more research in the field of the implications of sex differ-
ences for treating these conditions. Recommendations shared
by most of the authors we have reviewed are (I) the inclusion
of both sexes in basic CNS science; (II) the exploration of sex
difference as a part of the standard preclinical evaluation of
therapeutics; (III) the implementation of research examining
sex-specific risk factors, and (IV) the definition and use
of relevant sex-specific outcome measures and therapeutic
strategies.
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